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Berkeley Neighbors “Sweep” Squatters 
From Empty Home 

in a Commendable Display of  Community Solidarity

Nosey Neighbors
By Leland Calloway

On the morning of Friday, July 23,  a “family” of squatters broke into a bank-owned residence 
on Berkeley Rd and removed the for sale sign out of the yard.  They moved some things in that 
morning, then returned in the afternoon and were confronted by concerned neighbors.  When 
the validity of their right to move into the home was challenged they began telling a series  of 
different lies.  The main story was  that they rented the home from some unknown individual 
who took their money and disappeared having never given them keys to move in.  Recognizing 
this  story as  a popular one used by squatters, we, the neighbors,  immediately took the following 
actions:

• The real estate company was contacted.

• Sherwood Forest Security was summoned.

• The Detroit police were called.

Visit our website at sherwoodforestdetroit.org

and



Despite an almost award-winning performance by the 
“leader” of the group (a relatively attractive young 
woman who has demonstrated that with little effort, she 
can cry on command and appear quite sincere), each lie 
was revealed as such and the residents stood firm in their 
determination to curtail illegal activities  in our 
neighborhood.

The Detroit Police informed us  that we could not make 
a report concerning having the squatters  removed 
because we were not the property owners.  After nearly 
an hour of conversation the "leader" finally realized that 
no one present had any legal authority and announced, 
“I know you don’t like it, but we have rights.  We’re staying  and 
there’s nothing  you can do about it.”  Little did she suspect that 
the neighbors  in Sherwood Forest are people of action 
and perseverance.

We continued to communicate with the realty company 
while researching the “rights” of squatters.  We were 
told by the realty company that they would send 
someone out to handle the situation.  We discovered 
squatters do indeed have rights  – If they can establish 
occupancy by turning on utilities, being open and 
notorious  tenants, improving the property or are allowed 
to remain at the property for an extended period (usually 
30 days), the owner must initiate a formal eviction 
process  to remove them.  We ended the day realizing we 
had a bit more work to do.

Early the next morning, representatives of the bank 
went to the house and informed the trespassers that they 
had no right to be there.  The squatters did not open the 
door and refused to leave.  We spoke with the 
representatives and were informed that they would 
return the next day with the deed and paperwork from 
the bank.

On Sunday, the representatives returned with the deed 
to the property and the Detroit police.  The woman, 
with teary eyes and two children in-tow, scammed the 
men (the representatives and the police officers) with 
hard luck stories.   Despite our warning them of her 
cunning, they gave her until Friday, July 20 (5 days)  to 
vacate the home.  No sooner had the men gone than she 
confronted some of the neighbors on Berkeley saying 

that they were “hatin’ on her” and they “couldn’t stand to see 
somebody  else get ahead” along with a bunch of derogatory 
comments.  It appeared that she was trying to incite a 
physical confrontation but to no avail.

The week passed uneventfully with the neighbors 
watching the house and the activities of the squatters.  
They began moving their items on Sunday afternoon 
and had completely vacated by Thursday.  As of the 
date of this  article, we have not seen any of them  in our 
Sherwood Forest Neighborhood.

Those neighbors who actively participated in having the 
squatters removed are to be commended for their efforts 
on behalf of the entire Sherwood Forest Community.  
We must stick together to keep our neighborhood from 
becoming a nesting ground for scammers, squatters, and 
others who would destroy the quality of life that we all 
strive to maintain.  We all need to ACT, not just 
complain.  Sherwood Forest, our neighborhood, will 
only be what we work for it to be.  Let’s get all the 
squatters out and keep a vigilant eye out on the houses in 
our community.  To that end, we suggest:

1. Know the vacant properties on your block.

2. Know who owns  the vacant properties and get their 
phone numbers and/or contact information.

3. Keep a watch on the activities involving the vacant 
properties.

4. If someone moves into a vacant property, call the 
realtor to confirm the legality of those occupying 
the home.

5. Don’t be afraid to ask questions  of people who are 
moving into our community.

6. Work quickly to remove squatters (The more they 
“prove” their residency, the more difficult it 
becomes to remove them.).

Most often, being a “nosey neighbor” works to the 
community’s  benefit rather than its detriment.  Be good 
neighbors     –     Look out for one another.

“When strangers start acting like 
neighbors... 

...communities are reinvigorated.”  
RALPH NADER

Swept out



The following events are sponsored by the 
Sherwood Forest Association with planning and 
assistance by Maurice Telesford, Vice President 

and Events Committee Chair.

Two “Meet and Greet” events are scheduled during 
the months of August and September. Emails to 
residents  were sent last month informing residents of 
dates and times. Here’s a recap:

Sunday, August 19, 2012

Kim and William Tandy are hosting a yard party for  
Sherwod Forest families  from 3-7 p.m. at their home, 
19405 Renfrew. They’ve planned activities for all ages 
including a “get-to-know-your-neighbors” activity and 
games for children.   Bring your entire family and 
a dish to share. 

Friday, September 14 

This event is  a party for adults only. The gathering is 
planned for 6:30 - 8:30 p.m. at the 3230 Cambridge 
home of new neighbor Karen Granger.   Please 
bring an appetizer to share. Include a bottle of 

your favorite wine, if  you wish.

The Games People 
(Children and Adults) 

Play
Years ago during my distant childhood,  kids in my 
Detroit neighborhood spent most of their waking 
hours outdoors playing all manner of games from 
hide-and-seek to hopscotch. The summer months 
represented the time when we honed our social and 
survival skills through bike riding, jump roping and 
softball games guided by strange rules that we made 
up on the fly to give our team an advantage. 

I am reminded of the hopscotch tournaments 
organized by kids on my block. Most of the 
participants were little girls, but,  from time-to-time, 
even the boys got involved. 

Interestingly,  a new design firm  called Wedge Detroit, 
located at the University of Michigan’s  TechArb, 
plans  to launch the world’s longest hopscotch grid 
stretching from  downtown Detroit to Midtown. The 
project, called Hopscotch Detroit has the potential to 
involve thousands  of people, young,  not so young, 
folks  from the “burbs” and from diverse Detroit 
neighborhoods, in a project whose purpose is  simply 
to bring people together. Imagine the coordination 
and collaboration needed to pull off such a project 
and the fun everyone will have! 

Wedge Detroit is a start up company focused on 
designing creative ways  to unite area residents  and to 
assist fledgling business enterprises in finding success 
within the often tough metropolitan Detroit market. 
Its principals are a group of young college graduates 
who are devoted to improving the city. Wedge is 
teaming with Imagine Detroit Together to organize 
the hopscotch event, slated for  Please click on the 
links in this article to learn more about the hopscotch 
event and the companies sponsoring it.

“Come On Over 
to Our House!” 

Sherwood Forest Neighbors
open their homes to Residents 
for Meet and Greet activities

http://cfe.umich.edu/techarb/wedge-detroit-hoping-to-set-new-record-with-hopscotch-event/
http://cfe.umich.edu/techarb/wedge-detroit-hoping-to-set-new-record-with-hopscotch-event/
http://wedgedetroit.com/mission/
http://wedgedetroit.com/mission/
http://wedgedetroit.com/mission/
http://imaginedetroittogether.org/
http://imaginedetroittogether.org/


Many Detroiters who have gone on to influential careers here in the metro area and across the country share an 
abiding love for Louis Pasteur Elementary School. Years  ago when most children in Detroit attended the public 
schools located within their neighborhoods, Pasteur served Sherwood Forest, Green Acres-Woodward and the 
community just west of us and adjacent to the school. While parents currently living in these neighborhoods can 
choose from among a variety of public, parochial and independent private schools, Pasteur still enrolls children from 
this area. 

Sharon Lawson, principal of Pasteur and a dedicated advocate for children, works tirelessly to provide today’s 
students with the tools they will need to compete successfully in today’s complex society. Now, Pasteur students and 
teachers  from the 1960s along with more recent graduates and staff have joined to celebrate their time at the school 
and to encourage others to volunteer their time. Check out the flyer below for specifics.

Pasteur School Celebrates Its Alumni 
and Its Achievements



Whether you’re new neighbors just moving in to our 
community or a family that’s  been around for some time, 
the Sherwood Forest Association and Sherwood Forest 
Patrol need your membership. Every credible metric used 
to assess neighborhood viability finds that well-organized 
communities are those in which neighbors invest their 
time and make reasonable financial commitments. Our 
community has  existed since 1917 as  a neighborhood 
where residents  take seriously their desire to live in a 
secure and beautiful area along with their obligations to 
each other. So, if it pleases you to live where safety 
matters, parks are maintained, snow is removed and 
flowers are planted,  take a moment to visit the 
Sherwood Forest Detroit website and pay both your 
association dues and patrol membership.  Please click 
on the links in this article for explicit 
information about both organization.

EDITORIAL:

In Case You Didn’t 
Know . . .

A walk through our community can be quite revealing 
and in some instances disturbing. In last month’s Tattler, 
we published an article about curb appeal and offered 
simple ways we can all improve the outward appearance 
of our homes. Most homeowners perform regular 
maintenance to ensure that their homes rise to the 
standards  set by the residents of the community. 
Attention to lawns, shrubs, sidewalks, curb areas, 
structures and other parts of our property that form a 
public impression is the responsibility of every person 
who chooses to live in a community. Regrettably, there is 
a growing number of homes in our neighborhood where 
property owners are failing to adhere to the standards 
traditionally observed in Sherwood Forest. 

Sherwood Forest has a very comprehensive set of 
property restrictions that lay out in precise terms the 
expectations placed on every homeowner in our 
subdivision. These property restrictions serve as the 

working agreements or norms that define our 
accountability to live as good neighbors. 

One  concern addressed by our property restrictions  
pertains  to signs posted on lawns.  Specifically, the only 
signs allowed on property in our subdivision are those 
that promote political candidates. Yet, my casual stroll 
through our neighborhood revealed a number of signs 
promoting contractors working at those homes. Such a 
practice is in direct violation of the property restrictions. 
Similarly, the restrictions prohibit homeowners  from  
failing to maintain their property. The clear and 
unambiguous wording of the restriction addressing lots is 
as follows:

“No lot, nor any part thereof, shall be used 
or maintained as a dumping area for 
rubbish, trash, garbage or other waste 
material, or as a storage area for abandoned 
or disabled vehicles. Waste materials shall 
be kept in sanitary containers properly 
concealed from public view. No outside 
incinerator shall be maintained or used. All 
lots shall be maintained in a clean and 
orderly manner free of rubbish, debris and 
trash, weeds and excessive growth.”

Again, on my walk I passed houses  whose lots  had 
devolved to combination of weeds and crabgrass. At one 
house not only was  the lawn unsightly and 
unmaintained. Sadly, an old car was perched on a weedy 
patch of land adjacent to the garage.  I couldn’t tell if the 
car was  in running condition. However, it is not typical in 
our neighborhood to park cars on land where vegetation 
grows. Adherence to the referenced restriction and others 
form  the basis for our community’s position as one of the 
most desirable neighborhoods in the city. 

Because of increasing concern about violations  of the 
property restrictions and because it is  the responsibility of 
residents  to speak out when abuses occur, the Sherwood 
Forest Association will begin an effort to inform 
homeowners who fail to adhere to the standards set by 
the restrictions of their obligations. It is our hope that 
gentle nudging will cause these neighbors to take action 
to improve the appearance of their property. Since all of 
us chose to live in this  community because of its beauty 
and our desire to co-exist with others who appreciate its 
quality, we feel certain that steps will be taken to correct 
the violations. 

Please take time to review the property restrictions. I am 
including them for the convenience of  residents.

---Shirley Jackson, Editor

Sherwood Forest Association 
and Patrol Continue to Seek 

New Members

http://sherwoodforestdetroit.org/Association.htm
http://sherwoodforestdetroit.org/Association.htm
http://sherwoodforestdetroit.org/Patrol.htm
http://sherwoodforestdetroit.org/Patrol.htm
http://sherwoodforestdetroit.org/Patrol.htm
http://sherwoodforestdetroit.org/Patrol.htm


Restrictions of  Subdivisions
1. Applicability and Descriptions 

These restrictions shall be applicable to all lots in the Sherwood Forest and Sherwood Forest Manor Subdivisions, both 
of which shall be referred to herein as  "the Subdivisions." The said two subdivisions are property in the City of Detroit, 
Wayne County, Michigan, and as more fully described as follows: 

(a) Sherwood Forest Subdivision of the Southwest quarter of Section 3, TIN, R11 E, the plat thereof being recorded at 
Liber 39, Page 11, W.C.R. 

(b)  Sherwood Forest Manor Subdivision of part of the East 1/2 of the Southwest quarter of Section 3, TIS, R11 E, the 
plat thereof  being recorded at Liber 59, Page 17, W.C.R. 

2. Nature and Cost of  New Construction 

No residence other than a single private dwelling house which shall cost not less than $100,000 shall be erected on any 
lot in the Subdivisions (other than lots fronting on Livernois and Seven Mile Roads). Lots fronting on Seven Mile Road 
may be used for two (2)  family residences  or other uses  permitted by law, the cost of construction of which is not less 
that $150,000. Lots fronting on Livernois  Avenue may be used for stores or other uses  permitted by law, the cost of 
construction of which are to not less  than $150,000. The foregoing dollar figures  shall be increased in January of each 
year by a percentage equal to the percentage rise in the previous  twelve (12) months of the housing component of the 
United States  Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer Price Index (1967=100)  for All Urban Consumers for the City of 
Detroit, or the equivalent of such index then in existence. All residences and business  structures shall be of pressed, 
glazed, or wire cut brick,  stone or concrete over tile or metal lath for exterior construction with full basement. 
Residences  shall be at least two full stories and not more that 2 1/2 stories in height, containing a minimum of 2,200 
square fell of enclosed area, with at least 18 feet of studding. No residence building with a flat roof shall be erected on 
any of  said lots. 

3. Use of  Property 

The property and buildings  in the Subdivisions (excepting lots fronting on Livernois Avenue which may be used for 
purposes for which they are properly zoned) shall be used and occupied only by a single family. They shall not be used 
for any trade, business or occupation or employment (or uses  incident thereto) or for apartment, multiple residential or 
boarding house use. No advertising sign, billboard, or other advertising device shall be permitted, erected, placed or 
maintained at any time upon said premises other than the normal and usual "For Sale" sign incident to the sale of 
property. The term  "family" as used herein shall be as such term  is  defined in the Zoning Ordinances of the City of 
Detroit in effect on the initial effective date of these restrictions. No property in the Subdivisions shall be used or 
occupied in whole or in part, directly or indirectly, for any noxious  or unlawful purpose or for any activity which 
constitutes a nuisance under applicable law. 

Property Restrictions



(Restrictions Continued)

4. Non-Discrimination Policy 

It is hereby declared to be the policy of the Subdivisions that all property therein will be available without regard to 
race, creed, color, sex or national origin. 

5. Garages 

A garage may be erected on any of said lots  except on lots  fronting on Livernois  Avenue, but only for the private use of 
the owner of the lot on which said garage is located.  Living apartments  may be provided in any 2-story garage for the 
occupancy of persons, provided that such persons (a) are in the employ of the property owner, and (b) all of such 
persons perform  continuous  and substantial services for the owner or occupants  of the principal dwelling, and (c) 
receive therefor monies and/or consideration substantially in excess  of, and in addition to, or the reasonable value of, 
use and occupancy of the said living apartment. Each garage (or any out-building)  shall correspond in architecture and 
shall be of the same material and construction as the residence to which it is appurtenant. A single storage building or 
garden and such other tools and equipment shall be permitted on each lot provided that it (a) is placed at the rear of the 
property, and (b)  is harmonious in color and design to the contiguous property,  and (c) does not exceed six (6) feet by ten 
(10) feet in length and width, and six (6) feet in height. 

6. Approval of  Construction 

A property owner shall submit to the Sherwood Forest Association ("Association")  for its prior approval,  detailed plans 
and specifications for the construction and location of any residence or garage or any material addition to or alteration 
of same which requires  a permit from the City of Detroit. All such plans  must be in conformity with all applicable 
building codes, rules  and regulations, and these restrictions and otherwise provide for construction in harmony with the 
existing structure of which it is a part and correspond in architecture to the immediate area of the subdivision involved. 
This must be approved by the Association in writing prior to commencement of any work or construction. If the 
Association has failed to approve said plans, and has failed to advise the owner that said plans are not acceptable,  within 
thirty (30)  days  after their receipt by the Association, the said plans  shall be considered as  approved, and any 
construction shall be in accordance therewith. Any substantial changes in plans shall require the same approval and 
zoning as the original plans. 

7. Miscellaneous Restrictions 

With respect to lots in Sherwood Forest Subdivision,  no building or any part of any building, such as bow windows, or 
swell fronts  or other parts thereof designed for occupancy (except on open porches or steps) shall be erected on any lot 
fronting on Stratford, Chesterfield,  Roslyn, Shrewsbury or Warrington;  or East side of Berkeley Road, or on Lots  473 to 
477 within thirty (30) feet of front lot line, or any other lot fronting on Canterbury, Sherbourne, Parkside, West side of 
Berkeley, Kingston, Seven Mile Road and Cambridge Roads  with forty (40) feet of front lot line. With respect to lots in 
Sherwood Forest Manor Subdivision, no building or any part of any building, such as bow windows, or swell fronts or 
other parts designed for occupancy except open porches  or steps shall be erected on Lots 1 to 26, with 50 feet of the 
front lot line thereof;  on Lots 27 to 47 inclusive, within 30 feet of the front line thereof;  on Lots 48 to 51 inclusive, within 
40 feet of the front lot line thereof, and on Lots 52 to 63 inclusive, within 50 feet of the front lot line thereof;  unless 
otherwise approved by the Vendor.  All residences or part thereof, including cornices, balconies, pergolas or porches shall 
not exceed nearer than five (5) feet to the side lot line. 



(Restrictions Continued)

9. Fences and Hedges 

No boundary lines between lots shall be designated except by hedges or woven wire fences of a uniform pattern with 
iron posts  or any other type approved by the Association in accordance with procedures referred to in Paragraph 6 of 
these Restrictions, and shall not extend above four (4)  feet in height except that on boundary lines in immediate areas 
of swimming pools, such may extend to a height of six (6) feet, and no hedge higher than two (2) feet from  the grade 
line, nor fence of any kind shall be allowed to extend beyond the building line. With respect to corner lots, or other lots 
with respect to which there may be unusual or special circumstances, the nature, height and location of fences and 
hedges may vary from these requirements, after application to, and approval in writing by the Association, which 
approval shall be given upon good cause shown and on such conditions as may be reasonable and consistent with the 
general intent of these Restrictions. On lots abutting on an alley, a tight board fence or a masonry wall of a uniform 
height of  5 feet must be constructed on the rear lot line. 

10. Temporary Structures 

No tents, shacks, barns,  vehicles (including, but not limited to trailers, recreational vehicles and vans)  or any temporary 
building or structure of any design whatsoever, shall be used for living or residence purposes. No temporary 
occupancy,  residence or domicile shall be permitted in unfinished, incomplete or materially damaged residences or 
structures,  provided that this restriction shall not prevent the erection of a temporary storage building for materials 
and supplies used solely for, and in, the construction of a dwelling, provided that such storage building is  removed from 
the premises upon completion of  the residence. 

11. Animals and Pets 

No animals, livestock or poultry or any kind, except cats, dogs  or other household pets,  may be raised, bred or kept. 
Cats, dogs  and other household pets shall not be kept, bred or raised for any pecuniary gain,  and their owner shall 
comply with all laws and ordinances pertaining to the ownership and keeping of  such animals. 

12. Lot Maintenance 

No lot,  nor any part thereof, shall be used or maintained as  a dumping area for rubbish, trash, garbage or other waste 
material, or as a storage area for abandoned or disabled vehicles. Waste materials  shall be kept in sanitary containers 
properly concealed from public view. No outside incinerator shall be maintained or used. All lots shall be maintained 
in a clean and orderly manner free of  rubbish, debris and trash, weeds and excessive growth. 

13. Building Completion 

The erection of any new building or repair of any building damaged by fire or otherwise shall be completed as rapidly 
as  possible. Should the owner or contractor leave such building in an incomplete condition for a period of more than 
six (6)  months,  then the Association or its  authorized representative, in its discretion is authorized and empowered (but 
not required) to tear down and clear from the property the uncompleted portion of such structure, or to complete the 
same at its discretion, and in either event, the expense incurred in so doing shall be charged to the owner's interest 
therein and shall be a lien upon said lands and property. 



(Restrictions Continued)
14. Moving Residences 

No existing residences or buildings may be moved on to any lot or lots in the Subdivisions. 

15. Debris/Tree Stump Removal 

All unused building materials and temporary construction shall be removed from the property and Subdivisions 
within sixty (60) days after substantial completion of construction. The portion of the surface of the earth which 
is  disturbed by excavation and other construction work shall be finish-graded and seeded or covered with such 
other landscaping as soon as the construction work and weather permit. 
Stumps and trees are not to be removed to adjoining or other sites in the Subdivision. All tree stumps in front 
yards shall be removed. 

16. Vacant Property 

The owners  of any vacant or unoccupied building or structure shall take reasonable steps to secure said building 
against trespassers and other hazards and otherwise keep and maintain said buildings and property in 
accordance with these restrictions.  The securing of buildings shall be accomplished by the use of wire mesh 
unless such is not feasible. 

17. Restrictions Enforcement 

The Sherwood Forest Association, and its successors, shall have the right to administer and enforce these 
Restrictions, provided, however, that such shall not preclude any property owner whose property is subject to 
these Restrictions and who is  not in violation of any Restrictions,  from  also enforcing these Restrictions to the 
extent permitted by law, if the Association failed to act within 120 days after be requested to do so by such 
property owner. Enforcement may be appropriate legal proceeding to restrain violation and/or to recover 
damages. The cost and expense of successfully enforcing these Restrictions (or taking any action under 
Paragraph 13 hereof or correcting conditions which are in violation hereof),  incurred by the Association or any 
individual property owner(s)  shall be borne and paid by the owner(s) of the property or lot with reference to 
which the violation occurred. The unpaid amount thereof, plus interest at the rate of 7%  per annum until paid 
in full, shall be and become a lien upon said property upon the filing with the Register of Deeds, an affidavit 
executed by an officer of the Association (or the property owner incurring such expense) setting forth in 
reasonable detail, the amount of such costs and expenses and the purpose(s)  for which they were expended, and 
the description of the property against which the lien is filed. Any lien obtained under these Restrictions may be 
enforced and foreclosed in the same manner as real estate mortgages with powers of sale,  under the laws of the 
State of  Michigan. 

18. Continuance and Renewal 

These Restrictions  shall run with the land and shall be binding on the owners and signatories, their heirs, 
successors and assigns, and upon any other persons or other entities owning or claiming any right,  title or other 
interest of any kind in any of the property in the Subdivision until January 1, 2002. Existing easements for 
public utilities shall continue. From  and after the year 2002, the Restrictions shall be automatically extended for 
successive periods of ten (10) years each, unless  prior to the e nd of any such restriction term, an instrument 

signed and agreed to by a majority of the then owners of the lots in each of the Subdivisions is duly recorded 

with the Register of Deeds, setting forth any change or alteration in said Restrictions, in whole or in part, or 



(Restrictions Continued)

19. Existing Conditions 

Any use practice or condition which 

(a) was in existence as of  April 1, 1981, and 
(b)  was or may have been in violation of a property restriction in effect prior to these Restrictions, but solely 
relating to the subject matters covered in paragraphs 2, 3, 5, 7, 8 and 9 of  these Restrictions, and 
(c) is in existence on the effective date of  these Restrictions, 

shall be considered as permissible, non-conforming use, practice or condition, and as such may continue 
notwithstanding such may be in violation of these Restrictions, provided,  however, that whenever any of such 
permissible non-conforming use, practice or condition is temporarily or permanently discontinued, changed or 
altered,  in any way whatsoever, the provisions of these Restrictions  shall govern and apply, and such non-
conforming uses, practices or conditions shall cease to be permitted. 

In any dispute involving this  paragraph, the owner attempting to establish the existence of a permissible non-
conforming use, practice or condition, shall have the burden of proof. The said burden of proof with respect to 
element (c)  above may be deemed to have been satisfied if, prior to the effective date of these Restrictions, the 
owner involved submits  a signed detailed written description of the said use, practice or condition, to the 
Association, in a form and with substance reasonably acceptable to the Association. 

Any other existing use, practice or condition which is not a permissible non-conforming use shall be changed or 
altered to conform to the provisions hereof. 

20. Effective Date 

These Restrictions shall only become operative and effective on such date, occurring no earlier than January 1, 
1982, as  the owners  of at least 75% of the lots  in each of the Sherwood Forest and Sherwood Forest Manor 
Subdivisions (exclusive of lots fronting on Livernois) shall have duly executed consents thereto in recordable 
form  provided by the Association. The specific effective date shall be the date on which there is  recorded these 
Restrictions  and affidavit by an officer of the Association stating that the said 75%  requirements have been met 
and setting forth the lot numbers with respect to which such consents  have been obtained, together with the 
aforesaid duly executed consents. Additional consents may be obtained and recorded thereafter. 

In the even that such affidavit is  not recorded on or before September 1,  1982, these Restrictions and the 
consents thereto by any lot owner shall be void and of  no effect. 

21. Separability 

Invalidation of any of these provisions or restrictions by any court shall not affect the validity of the remaining 
provisions and Restrictions, which shall remain in full force and effect. 

NOTE: These restrictions became effective on September 1, 1982, after being signed by more 
than the required 75% of  the homeowners and after an affidavit was timely filed and recorded. 


